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2017

INVESTMENT YEAR
–

30.8 MILLION
USD INVESTMENT BY FUND
–

1,186
EMPLOYEES

REGION: SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA, SOUTH ASIA
SECTOR: CLEAN ENERGY / ACCESS TO FINANCE
FUND INTERMEDIARY: APIS GROWTH FUND I
FUND MANAGER: APIS PARTNERS
WWW.GREENLIGHTPLANET.COM

GREENLIGHT PLANET
AN INVESTMENT OF APIS GROWTH FUND I
GREENLIGHT PLANET’S FIRST PRODUCT WAS

the single solar lamp initially developed to include solar

LAUNCHED IN 2009 TO MEET AN OVERWHELMING

lamps with LED lighting 16x-30x brighter than kerosene

NEED ACROSS UNDER-ELECTRIFIED, GENERALLY

lamps, USB connections for mobile phone charging, as

LOW-INCOME, REGIONS FOR CLEAN AND

well as solar home systems with 12V DC power output

CONSISTENT LIGHT.

to enable the use of small appliances such as radios,
fans, and TVs. Most importantly, Greenlight Planet’s

Patrick Walsh, one of the founders, was working in

geographic reach has grown beyond India to cover

eastern India on a biodiesel generator project to

more than 60 countries, and has maintained its focus

improve efficiency for a rice farming community. Upon

on rural underserved communities. The founders

completion of the project, however, the community

have kept a significant ownership stake, which helps to

began to repurpose the generator to meet a more

ensure they can realise their original mission and social

pressing need - supplying their households with light

impact.

– and this prompted Patrick to design a solar lamp
to replace the inefficiency, pollution, and recurring

On behalf of SIFEM and IIF SME, Obviam invested in

expense of ubiquitous kerosene lamps.

Apis Growth Fund I, a private equity fund focused on
financial inclusion in Africa and Asia. Apis provided

Today Greenlight Planet is a thriving and sustainable

finance to Greenlight Planet in 2017, supporting the

global company. Its product range has broadened from

company in its growth across Africa.
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THE GLOBAL SITUATION

Approximately 20% of the world’s population have
little or no access to electricity. Some cannot afford
lighting at all, and others are forced to spend their
limited finances on dim, polluting lighting such
as kerosene lamps or candles. Those without
reliable access to the electricity grid often face
insurmountable hurdles to escape the cycle of
poverty. The use of kerosene for lighting exposes
families to toxic fumes, which are
detrimental to their health, and
heightens the risk of fires in the
home. The substitution of these
costly and polluting kerosenepowered lamps with solar lamps
not only saves families money but
also contributes to the mitigation

KEROSENE LIGHTING IS
ESTIMATED TO CONTRIBUTE
AS MUCH AS 0.5% OF GLOBAL
EMISSIONS, MAINLY DUE TO
THE BLACK CARBON EMISSIONS
RESULTING FROM INCOMPLETE
COMBUSTION OF KEROSENE.

of negative environmental and
climate effects.
OBVIAM.CH
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GREENLIGHT PLANET‘S
SOLUTION
ACCESS TO ENERGY AND FINANCIAL INCLUSION

Sun King solar powered solutions last longer, provide
more and better light, provide a charging device, and

Greenlight Planet provides an innovative lighting and

have no ill health effects, starting at a total consumer

energy solution, particularly for rural villages and off-

price of USD 40.

grid communities, as well as for peri-urban residents.
Greenlight Planet offers at least eight products, all

Via its Sun King EasyBuy business model, Greenlight

of which can be paid for in cash or via its consumer

Planet provides customers with the opportunity to

financing option called ‘Sun King EasyBuy’. Sun King

take a first step towards financial inclusion. Offering

EasyBuy is offered on a ‘pay-as-you-go’ (PAYG) basis

affordable financing for the solar devices removes

which allows customers to pay a small upfront fee

the upfront cost barrier and increases the product’s

(usually 10-15% of the product cost) and then pay

accessibility. This leads to more customers being able

off the remainder of the cost with regular payments

not only to gain access to clean off-grid sources of light

of as little as 15 US cents per day over a period of

and electricity, but also to make a first step towards

6 to 18 months, after which, they own the product

financial inclusion in an innovative way. Greenlight

fully. Payments can be made via local mobile money

Planet is committed to the Consumer Protection

platforms, to gain activation codes which enable

Code1 and Greenlight Planet’s EasyBuy product

use of the products. Once the product is completely

is aligned with the Client Protection Principles2.

repaid, it is unlocked and fully owned by the client.

Accordingly, Greenlight Planet’s direct sales agents
receive training to ensure their understanding of

This affordable solution for low-income households

client protection. This ensures products purchased

offers immediate improvement to their current lighting

are affordable and appropriate for each individual

solution (usually kerosene-fuelled), and, according to

customer and contributes towards responsible

the product type, access to a charging device for their

financial inclusion.

phone, and/or additional devices such as radios, TVs
and fans. Over the course of a year, an average lowincome family would spend approximately USD 100 on
kerosene lighting and phone charging costs, whereas

4

1
A framework promoting good practice in the off-grid solar industry developed by
GOGLA (https://www.gogla.org/consumer-protection/)
2
A set of core principles for financial services providers to ensure responsible
financial inclusion (https://www.smartcampaign.org/about/smart-microfinanceand-the-client-protection-principles)
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QUALITY OF LIFE AND LIVELIHOOD IMPROVEMENTS
Greenlight Planet’s solar lighting and energy solutions
offer numerous benefits, including for the users’
health, safety, finances, and productivity. With the main
alternative for Greenlight Planet’s customers being
kerosene lamps, the substitution of solar lighting directly
improves the lives of those otherwise exposed to air
pollution. Exposure to the pollutants released when
kerosene is burnt causes a multitude of detrimental
effects on health. 91% of solar lighting users report
health improvements since exchanging kerosene for
solar. A similar percentage report feeling safer at home as
a result of their stable source of lighting and the reduced
risk of fire3. In addition, most off-grid homes spend
between 10-15% of their household income on kerosene,
therefore a solar light can be a huge saving and alleviate
some of a family’s financial burden. It can also contribute
to increased productivity for students, with more time
for reading and studying, even leading to a subsequent
higher level of educational attainment. Finally, solar
lighting can also contribute towards gender equality. The
household savings from solar lighting may allow families
to more readily send their girls to school, and a portable
solar light can provide safety for potentially vulnerable
girls in unlit areas at night.
Increased economic activity and productivity in business
activities can also be expected as a result of access to
Greenlight Planet’s solar light and energy products.
The use of lighting allows for extended business hours
and additional flexibility, with the increased economic
activity leading to increased income. The access to solar
light and energy products also provides opportunities
for customers to start new business activities, with
operation of a phone charging business being popular
and profitable. A recent survey found that 36% of
households generate additional income as a result of a
solar home system (SHS) purchase, the average amount

WHAT WE GIVE IS VALUE. WE ARE
«
MORE AFFORDABLE, AND THE QUALITY

OF THE PRODUCTS IS SUPERIOR. PEOPLE
LOVE OUR PRODUCTS. WE HAVE A SAYING
IN SWAHILI: CHEMA CHAJIUZA, KIBAYA
CHAJITEMBEZA (A GOOD THING SELLS
ITSELF).

»

being USD 35 per month4.

3
4

Global Off-grid Lighting Association (Gogla) 2018
Gogla 2018

- SOLOMON, GREENLIGHT PLANET AREA MANAGER
(PICTURED ABOVE, CENTRE)
OBVIAM.CH
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GREENLIGHT PLANET‘S
OPERATIONS
Greenlight Planet’s headquarters are in Mumbai,

infrastructure. In terms of distribution, Greenlight

Nairobi and Shenzhen, servicing large volumes of

Planet’s successful strategy considers both social

sales in Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia. While

needs – reaching underserved populations, and

these offices in India, Kenya and China, respectively,

economic requirements – getting the product out in

play a critical role in leading the company’s global

sufficient numbers.

operations, additional country level offices enable
direct sales and solar financing businesses in

Greenlight Planet stores provide not only a direct

Myanmar, Nigeria, Tanzania, and Uganda. Greenlight

contact point for sales but also an aftersales centre

Planet’s sustainable and scalable business model

to support a sense of tangibility for the brand and

supports its continued growth - across its worldwide

trust for the customer. Furthermore these stores

operations, Greenlight Planet has sold nearly 12

and centres act as support centres and warehouses

million products in the last 10 years. Assuming an

for the local sales agents and provide a collection

average family size of 5 members, more than 55

point for products which have reached the end of

million people have experienced improved quality of

their life. Greenlight Planet also operates call centres

life and increased productivity as a result of Greenlight

in its major operating regions. For each method

Planet’s affordable and innovative solar products.

of distribution, Greenlight Planet equips its sales
representatives with sufficient product knowledge

Alongside the development of its products, Greenlight

and educates them on EasyBuy, the consumer

Planet has also expanded its distribution model to

financing aspect, in order to ensure customers are

better reach customers within its varied operating

appropriately informed.

environments. Sales agents who operate on a
commission basis in their own local regions enable
an increasing reach to rural customers, with one
sales agent generally reaching about 2,000 people. In
addition, Greenlight Planet also distributes products
through external distribution partners such as
microfinance institutions (MFIs), agricultural financing
organizations, telecommunications channels and rural
retail networks. In the case of Greenlight Planet’s
MFI partnerships, all of whom adhere to the Client
Protection Principles, consumers can also access a
loan to purchase a solar product, though here the
loan is with the MFI, and the solar product is bought
for its entire retail price. Methods of distribution
vary depending on the region, considering cultural
requirements and physical limitations. The reach to
rural areas, a concept vital to the mission of Greenlight
Planet, remains extremely challenging amidst limited
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GREENLIGHT PLANET‘S GLOBAL
REACH
Availability and awareness of alternate energy sources

In Africa, only 40% of the continent’s population has

such as SHS have increased significantly in the last

access to electricity, with this figure decreasing to an

10 years. Greenlight Planet began its operations in

average of 25% in rural areas. Rollout of traditional

India and subsequently expanded into East Africa

electric grid infrastructure has been slower to

and beyond. Although Greenlight Planet’s vision for

occur across the region; many of Greenlight Planet’s

clean lighting extends across borders, the method of

customers are considered peri-urban, with access

distribution, payment solutions and even demand for

to electricity being limited even in these areas.

products varies depending on the region.

Depending on the country within Africa, the existing
popularity of mobile money systems has contributed

For example, a heavy focus by the Indian government

heavily towards the uptake of consumer financing.

in recent years on village electrification has produced

For example, Kenya has a high penetration rate of

greater nation-wide access to electricity, albeit with

mobile money and therefore Greenlight Planet’s

variable reliability and at a high cost. Rural areas suffer

EasyBuy system has been implemented relatively

from the least coverage and most unreliable access.

easily. In contrast, Nigeria’s mobile money platform is

The method of distribution employed by Greenlight

still nascent and EasyBuy repayment collections are

Planet in India relies largely on MFIs to sustain

done on a weekly basis in cash. Greenlight Planet’s

its focus on rural customers. Regarding payment

radio product is more popular in Africa than in India,

solutions, India’s mobile money market is relatively

as a greater percent of the population use it to access

limited, which has resulted in a slow uptake of

news channels. Greenlight Planet’s fan product is

consumer financing for SHS. However, mobile money

particularly popular in West Africa, where they use

is expected to grow steadily alongside the acceleration

fans at night to combat mosquitoes, and in India,

of the digital transaction space in India.

where they use fans to alleviate the heat during the
day.
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GREENLIGHT PLANET‘S FUTURE
AND ITS CHALLENGES
Greenlight Planet is working towards a future where
its products can benefit an even greater number of
people, regardless of their location. To this end, the
company is putting in place more efficient logistical
systems to meet the physical challenge of reaching
rural customers, while simultaneously developing
regional specialisation of product lines to meet the
needs of these customers. By first meeting the need
for clean lighting and electricity, Greenlight Planet
then has the opportunity to provide further products
which support the improvement of its clients’ lives,
such as clean water filtration, laptops, and education
services. In addition, the wide reach of its products
requires competent navigation across different
regulatory environments, and Greenlight Planet is
actively engaging with regulatory bodies via multiple
channels to improve both product availability and the
standards within a still-developing industry.
8
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APIS GROWTH FUND I
A FOCUS ON FINANCIAL INCLUSION

Apis Growth Fund I is a private equity

subsequent non-financial support of, Greenlight

fund with a focus on financial inclusion

Planet. Alongside technical support, Apis emphasises

in Africa and South Asia. The Fund aims

the implementation of good business practices, which

at building more efficient and affordable

support the company’s future growth. For Greenlight

financial infrastructure and fostering

Planet, this has included support for the appointment

financial inclusion for underserved

of an internal auditor, as well as assistance with the

businesses and financially excluded low-income

implementation of operating guidelines to formalise

populations.

the company’s environmental initiatives.

The introduction of consumer financing in Greenlight

Apis’ investment in Greenlight Planet is supporting the

Planet’s business model meant new skills were

acceleration of the company’s growth across Africa,

needed by the Greenlight Planet team in order

including in Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, and Nigeria.

to engage with the different kinds of technical

More specifically, it is strengthening Greenlight

complexities. Apis’ specific focus on companies which

Planet’s capital structure and is being used by the

facilitate access to financial products and services by

company to invest in its technology-enabled platform,

leveraging technology and using innovative business

with a focus on credit and financing infrastructure.

models was a direct fit for their investment in, and
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CONTACT

ABOUT OBVIAM

For further information please visit our website

Obviam is an independent investment advisor

or contact us directly at the address below:

specialised in long-term investments in emerging
and frontier markets. Obviam advises public,

OBVIAM AG

institutional, and private clients, including the

Helvetiastrasse 17, PO Box, 3000 Bern 6,

Swiss Investment Fund for Emerging Markets

Switzerland

(SIFEM), the Development Finance Institution

T +41 (0)31 310 09 30, Fax +41 (0)31 310 09 39

(DFI) of the Swiss Confederation. Obviam offers

www.obviam.ch

investors an opportunity to capture attractive
returns and generate sustainable positive impact
in emerging and frontier markets, via a proven and

Obviam is a member of the following organisations:

responsible investment approach.
Obviam has made reasonable efforts to ensure the accuracy
of the data presented. A case study is made possible
both through Obviam’s first-hand experience and/or the
information provided by Obviam’s investment partners. The
data in this case study is valid as per 2019. Photos provided
courtesy of Greenlight Planet.
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